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Properties of Water-Repellent Fabrics
By John W. Rowen and Domenick Gagliardi

A review and an a nalys is of the t heor y of water repellency of textile fab ri cs have been
made. The physicochemical basis underl ying the we ttability, or wa ter repe llency, of
t reated fabrics is di sc ussed. A survey of the laborator y test methods for e valuating water
repe lle ncy of tex til e fabri cs is presented . A s tudy was mad e of 'the water-rep ellent properties of 11 commercial ra in coat and 4 mi li tary fabric". For th is s tudy two of th e more
recent test method s were examined , the drop-penetration and the contact-angle tests.
Two other , and older, test m e thod s were a lso studi ed, the spray-rating and the hydros taticpress ure tests. Several exploratory obse rvations were made in an attempt to dete rmi ne the
mechanism by which water-repellen t fabrics lose the ir repellency when exposed to rai n.

1. Introduction
Th e National Bureau of Standards has been
called upon from time to time to supply information dealing with "water-repellent" fabrics. These
requests have usually come from Government
agencies and the public at large. In recent
months there has been an intensified interest in
this ubj ect, and the Bureau decided to review
the field of " water r epellency" and to carry ou t
a laboratory study in order to answer present and
fu t ure q ues tions r egarding this su bj ect.
An examination of the literature (1) 1 revealed
the existence of a large number of chemical compounds and commercial treatments about which
extraordinary claims were made. Furth er investigation showed that a large number of laboratory
test methods had been devised for evalu ating
" water repellency." Moreover, considerable confusion was encounter ed concerning the interpretation of the test results and the meaning of snch
terms as "waterproof" , "water-repellent", "showerproof", and "water-resistant" fabrics. It appeared
desirable, therefore, to make a survey of the field
1 Figures in brackets indi cate the literature references at the end of this
paper.
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of " water repellency" and to carry ou t some
laboratory studies on currently available materials.
This report, therefore, w ill deal mainly with the
fundamental nature of " repellency", the laboratory methods used to evalu ate it in fabrics, and
some laboratory observations by the authors on a
variety of raincoat fabrics.

II. Theory of "Water Repellency"
We must at the very beginning distinguish
between "waterproof" and "water-repellent" textile surfaces. There is still a great tendency to
mention both terms simultaneously and interchangeably, in spite of the numerous papers [2, 3,4)
that have been written to call attention to the
great difference between them. A waterproof
fabric is one in which the pores, the open spaces
between the warp and filling yarns and between
th e fibers, are filled with appropriate substan ces,
resulting in a fabric having a con tinuous surface
and a very low air permeability. A water-repellent fabric is one in which the fibers are usually
coated with a " hydrophobic" type of compound,
and the pores are not filled in the course of the
treatment. The latter types of fabrics are quite
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permeable to air and water vapor. The characteristics of the two types of fabric surfaces are
summarized below:
Waterproof

Water repellent

--------------Pores ______________ __
,V ater-vapor perrneability.
Air permeability ____
Chief characteristic __

FiIled __ _______ ________ Unfi lled .
Very smaIL __________ Small or large.
SmalL __________ __ ____ Usnall y large.
Extremely resistant Resistant to wetting by
rain drops and to the
to passage of watcr
sp rcading of water over
even nnd er a hydro·
static head.
the textile surfacc, but
permits the passage of
water wlder a hydrostatic head .

From the foregoing it is seen that a " waterrepellent" textile surface may never be truly
waterproof and that a "waterproof" textile surface
does not necessarily have to be water repellent.
Unless the pores of a raincoat or shower-resistant
jacket are large enough to permit transpiration,
the wearer will be extremely uncomfortable due
to excessive perspiration. The water-repellent
fabrics are, therefore, more suited in this respect
for making raincoats or shower-resistant jackets.
The subject of waterproofing of textiles is very
extensive and beyond the scope of this paper,
therefore the discussion is restricted to the subject of water-repellent textile surfaces.
As the term implies, a water-repellent textile
surface is one that appears to "repel" water. In
such cases, the water does not wet or penetrate
the surface of the textile fabric. The tendency of
a solid to resist wetting is a function of the chemical nature of the solid surface, the roughness of the
surface, the porosity of the surface, and the presence of other molecules on the surface. When a
drop of water comes to rest on a solid, it may
assume one of the forms shown in figure 1, or any
intermediate form from complete wetting to complete nonwetting. Which form the drop will take
is determined by the above-mentioned variables.
Examination of the angle of contact (fig . 1)the angle formed by the tangent to the drop at the
point of contact with the surface (angle measured
through the liquid )- reveals that the size of the
angle is r elated to the repellency of the surface.
When the angle of contact is small (under 90
degrees) the surface is said to b e wettable [5, 6],
and when the angle is large (over 90 degrees) the
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I.- Shapes of drops on solid surfaces.

A , Contact angle)etween 90 and 180 degrees; B, contact angle of 90 degrees ;
C, contact angle between 0 and 90 degrees.
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2.- Forces acting at equilibrium on drop-solid system.

surface isTsaidlto be nonwettable, or repellent.
Further consideration of the en ergy relationship
of the drop-surface system as depicted in figure 2
r eveals that the equilibrium condition is due to
Journal of Research

the following surface energies : 'Y sa , 'Yla, 'Y sh wher e
is the free surface energy per square centimeter
(numerically and dimensionally equivalent to th e
surface t ension) of t he solid in contact with air, 'Yla
is the free surface en ergy per square centimeter of
the liquid when in contact with air, and 'Ysl is the
free surface energy per square centimeter of the
solid when in contac t with the liquid. At equilibnum, the following relationship holds:

'Ysa

'Y sa = 'Y la

cos

0+"i sl'

repellent, easily wettable surfaces , the drop of
liq uid will assume a shape imilar to C in fi gure 1;
and for highly repellcnt, non wetta ble surfaces, the
drop will assume shape A.
As textile fabric surfaces arc no t smooth, continuous surfaces, but rather porous, screen-like
surfaces, one must examine the above co nsiderat ions and see how they apply to textiles. Figure
3 shows the cross section of an idealized fa bric.

(1 )

Dupre [7] first derived the equation relating the
free surface en ergies with the work of adh esion:
(2)

From eq 1 and 2 it follows that
W = 'Yla

(l + cos 0).2

FIGU RE

(3)

Therefore, by meas uring 0 and the surface tension
of the liquid , one may calculate the work of
adhesion b etween the liquid and the surface of
the solid. It is clear that the smaller the work of
adhesion, the smaller will be the wetta bility and
the greater will be the repellen cy. For poorly
, The wOl'kofadhesion ( W ) defined above is t heamoun tofe nergy necessary
to destroy 1 cm' of liquid-solid in terface and to fOrm 1 cm' of li quid an d a
1 cm' of solid surface ill coniact wi t h air. Thc cnergy of a un it area of solid
surface in a il' may be somewhat ditrerent from the energy of a uni t area of soli d
s urface in vacuum . The difference between those two ene rgies will depend

upon t he relative humidity, the h yd rophobicity of the urface, the presence
of transien t gaseous or solids in the air, ctc. It is physicall y im possible to
separate a solid and a liquid without lea vin g t he solid covered wit h at least
a part ofa monolayer [6, p. 62; 8J; however, it is des irable to define a wor k for

In this figure the parallel yarns arc shown as
circles. If the angle of contact b etween water
and the surface of the fabric is larger than 90
degrees, the equilibrium position of the water
level of a drop of water will be, as indicated by the
line AA, well ouLsid e the fabric. If, however, the
angle of contact is much SmiLlIeI' than 90 degrees,
the water will pen etrate th e pores and the level
will fall to some position such as BE. Cassie and
Baxter [9] have shown tha t in the case of porous
surfaces the apparent angle of contact is related
to the continuous surface-water angle of con tacL
in the foll owing way:

s uc h a process, which is s hown to be given by
( 1' )

wbere ')' 10 is the free surface energy per sq uare centimeter of solid in ,1"acuuTD ,
is the free surface energy por square centimeter of liquid in equilibrium
witb its vapor, and -y •• has the same meaning as before. NOW, for the clean

'Yh

solid in vacuu m, t he fo llow ing relationshi p (analogo us to eq 1) may be
postulated:
(2')

wbere -y" is t he free surface en er g~ per square centimeter of t he solid in
equilibrium with saturating va 1)01' of the liquid . It (ollowsfrom eq l ' and 2' that
W'= -y •• --y.. +-y.,(1+cos 8) .1

rr we assume 1'1 ~='Y1G

(3')

(wh ich approximation is almost within experimenta l

error), we have

l V'=-y.o--Y.,+ W.

(4')

3.- Drops on surface of ideal1:zed yarn.

("'os O,, =}[ cos 0- }2'

(4)

where
Oa = apparellt angle of co ntact
0= angle of contact
}[ = the fraction of the plane geometrical area
of unity parallel to the rough surface
occupied by the solid-liquid interface.
f 2= the fraction of the plane geometrical area
of unity parallel to Lhe rough surface
occupied by the liquid air in terface.

The quantity'YIO--Yu may be looked upon as the free energy of immersion,

at constant temperature, of a unit surface of clean solid immersed in a saturated va por and is given hy [8J
-y•• --y..

=R1J

f,d In P ,

(5')

where 1', is Gi bbs' "surface d ensity" of the vapor on the solid surrace and

They also derived the relationships between the
''}'' variables, the distance between th e fib ers in
the yarns, the radius of the fib ers, and the angle of
contact:

equal to q/ ]vlr,- T / V" where q is the quantit y of water vapor adsorbed per
gram of absorben t, ]a1 is the lTIoiecuiar weigh t of the vapor, X is the area in

square celltimeters per gram of solid , T is t he thickn ess of the surface region,
an d V, is the mola l volume of the va por.
The right-hand member of 5' can be integrated if an equation for the adsorption isotherm is known Of, if not, a gra phical integration of the area under

(5)

(6)

tbe isothermal Cur ve can be carried out.
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where
r=radius of the fibers
d = one-half the distance between the fibers
(J = contact angle between the water and the
fib er.
From the above, it appears ~s though the most
water-repellent fabric will be the one on which the
drop assumes a form as shown in figure 3, A.
This condition may be obtained by adjusting the
vaTiables previously mentioned flS being responsible for th e form of the drop. It is advisable to
con sider each of the variables separately.
Chemical nature oj the solid sl1.rface. - When purified, the natural fib ers, cotton, wool, silk, etc., are
hydrophilic in character and hence the drops
assume shapes similar to C (fig. 3). It is common
practice, therefore, to treat fabrics intended to be
water repellent, with various hydrophobic compounds- compositions of waxes, petroleum-like
moleculps, and soaps of polyvalent metals, which
deposit lon g-chain hydrocarbon molecules on the
surface of the fabric . When properly treated with
a water-repellent agent, th e surface of the fabric
will cause a water drop to assume a form very
similar to A in figure 3.
Roughness of the sl1rjace.- Wenzel [10] pointed
out that roughness has a peculiar effect on the
angle of contact. He employed Freundlich's [11]
concept of "adhesion tension," which is defined as
follows:
AT= 'Yla cos 8.
(7)

It is noted that the adhesion tension is th e difference between the work of adhesion per square centimeter (eq 3) and the surface tension. Wenzel
recognized that eq 7 was true only in the case where
the surface was a mathematical plane. As most
surfaces are not of this type, there is associated
with each surface a roughness factor R, which is
the ratio of the actual surface to the geometric
surface. Wenzel show ed the validity of t he following equation:
cos (J
AT - 'Yla~'

(8)

Porosity uf the surface .- Cassie and Baxter [9,12]
pursued th e idea of the roughness factor and
showed that the apparent adhesion tension of a
porous surface was given by
ATa = cos (Ja'Yla= 'Yla(h cos (J-j2),
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(9)

where the symbols have the same meaning as in
eq 4. Using a h exagonal idealized yarn pattern
as a model, the above workers showed that (J', the
bulk density of the yarn, was related to the radius
of the fibers in the following way:
(10)

where p is the density of the fiber. With the aid
of eq 4, 5, 6, and 10, they were able to obtain
plots of contact angle versus u. These plots
showed that the angle of contact approaches 180
degrees as (J' approaches small values (about 0.1
g/ml). Their theory led them to the position that
fabric structure was extr em ely important in the
production of water-repellent fabrics.
Presence of other molecules on the surface.- It is
a well-known fact that the surface properties of
solids may be greatly altered by covering the surface with impurities, greasy films, dust particles,
water vapor and gases, etc. The presence of surface impurities mayor may not be related to the
fact that numerous workers [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]
have reported not one angle of contact with a
particular system, but two angles, an advancing
and receding angle. One angle is obtained when
water has advanced over a surface and the other
when water has r eceded from th e surface. This
difference in contact angle is often called the
hysteresis of th e contact angle. The cause of t h e
hysteresis is still not clearly understood. R ecently, Harkins [18 , 19], working with hydrophobic
materials and an improved method of measuring
contact angles, found no hysteresis. Langumir
[17] suggests that the hysteresis of contact angles,
especially with water, is due to the presence of a
surface layer of molecules with on e end hydrophilic and the other hydrophobic, which are
overturned by the receding water.
From the above considerations of the variables
involved in water repellency , one would expect
that a fabric h aving a high contact angle would
be a water-repellent fabric. In such cases the
water level will r emain well outside the surface,
as shown in figure 3A. At this point it looks as
though we may be able to write a prescription for
th e optimum co nditions for water repellency, viz ,
a textile fabric in which each fiber is completely
coated with the material having th e highest solidI
water angle of contact. It is unfortunate that
this prescription has never b een tested. The
Journal of Research

many as the number of la boratories engaged jll
this fi eld. Comparative data from a11d references
to the various r epor ts 011 laboratory test methods
have been assembled in table l. Th e object jn
most of these tests has been to offer a sensitiv e
and accurate method of predicting the r elative
performance of fabrics in the rain. Very few, if
any, of the published papers, however, have furnished any data showing the correlation b etween
the particular test method and th e performance
of fabrics in the rain. Examination of the literature reveals that there is a considerable variation
in the methods of testing and the interpretation
of the r esults. It was found convenien t for the

reason for this is that the present methods of
treating fabrics for water repellency do not
guarantee the complete coating of each individual
fib er . These tr eatments leave many of the intertwined fibers without any surface coating. The
p.resence of hydrophilic surfaces in the treated
fabr ic will of course greatly diminish the over-all
resistance of the fabl'ic to wetting.

III. Survey of Methods Used for Measuring
Water Repellency in Fabrics
The number of test methods devised for m easuring water repellency appear to be almost as
TAB I. }J

1. - /VI ethods and testing conditions u sed by va1'ious labomt01'ies in measu ring water-1'epellent properties oj textile Jabrics

"arne of test

I

R efere nce
ann year

I

'r est te mpe ra·
tu I'C

I

Sam ple size

I

Re sult units

I

E xte nt of lise

CLA SS A ' r E ST
H ydrosta ti c pressure _______________________ [21]
Suter h ydrostati c pressure _________________ [22]

1941
1940

Mullen (high-pressure ra nge) _____ _________ [22] 1944
B ox test for waterproofness . ___________ ___ _ [24] 1936
British (D SIR) .. __________________________ [25J 1925

OO± l o l'
3"X3" -------- eln . ___________ Wide, AS'J'M , a nd AA 'J' CC.
80o ± l° Ii' ________ 4"X 4 /1 ________ e rn . ___________ F ed era l S peCifi cation CCC- 'I'- 19 Ia and
Supple ment.
? I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4"X4" ________ Ib/ in . , _________
Do .
Limited .
'! _--------------- 4 ~2X 20" ---- ml/ min
1________________ 11.8 em 2_______ (;111 ____________
Obsolete.

C LASS B TE ST
AA'I' CC spray ____________________________ [26J 1941
Drop penet ra tion __________ .. _____________ [27J 1944
Wa te r penet ration (drip) __________ .... __ .. _
Bundesmann _
Impact penetra tion ________________ ________
S pra y test. ________________________________
K ern __ __ ______ ____________________________
1'ra nz a nd ilen nin g _____________________
Omeial German ra in .. _____________________
Spray penetra tion _________________________
00 __________________________

[2 J
[29]
[3-IJ
[3 1J
[32J
[23J
[34J
[35J

1943
1935
194 3
1937
1933
1936
1910
1946

80o± lo F

__ ____ 7"X7" ________ g, %. ______ ___ Ver y wide; AA'I' CC; F ederal Specifi cat ion CCC- T - 19I a and SUI)ploment.
soo± lo F ____ ___ 8" X9" ________ min __________ Feci era l S pecifi cation CCC- '1'- 19I a a nd
Supplem ent.
________________ 4"X4" _____ ___ sec ___ _________ A "r ]VL
?________________ 154 em 2____ ___ m L ___________ British Specifica tions; Germany.
80 o ± l o F ________ 6"X8/1 ____ ____ g __ __________ _
________________ 6"X6" ________ g, %__________ L imited .
1________________ "cm , _________ N o. of drops_..
Do.
1________________ 12X26 elll _____ g, %_ .. _______ German y .
1 ________________ 28X38 elll _____ g, %_________ __
Do.
J2°± 2° C _______

J2"X 12" ______ mL ___________

U. S . Navy.

C LA SS C TE ST
Immersion _____ __ __________ _________ _______ [36J 1941
A S'I'M water-absorption (spray) method __ [37J 1943
D yn a mic a bsorptioll _______________________ [38J
Dundesmann ______________________________ [39J
Becker submers ion met hod ________________ [40J
E sslin ger submersion method ______________ [41J

1944
1935
1935
1940

SOo± lo }' .. ------ 3"X 3" ________ g;% .. --------- Wide; AATCC.
?---------------- 8"X8" ________ g, %----------- Fed era l Specifica tion CCC- 'I'- 19 Ia a nd
Sup p lem e nt .
80o± l ° 1' ________ 8"X8" ________ g, %----------Do.
'! _--------------- 154 em 2_ ----- g, %----------- British S pccifica Lions; Ge rmany.
Room temp _____ 5X 75 elll ______ g, %----------- Germany .
Do .
?- --------------- 15 X 5 e lll ______ g, %-- -------CLA SS D 'l'E S'l '

Con tact a ngle b y tensiome ter. _____________ [42] 1945
W etting test.. _____________________________ [43J 1945
W en zel method ____________________________ [44J 1936

I

35' C ____________ 0.196 in. , __ __ __ d eg ____________ E xperimcntal.
1________________ Singlc yarn ____ sec____________
D o.
?________________ 1"X3" __
dcg _______ _____
Do .
0

_____

Interrogatioll mark Signifies temperature not indicated .
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purpose of this report to arrange the different
test methods in four general classes:
Class A. Methods by which the hydrostatic
pressure required to force water
through a fabric is measured.
Class B. Methods by which surface wetting and
penetration under the influence of
falling drops is measured.
Class C. Methods by which th e absorption of
water by the fabric, when immersed
or manipulated under water, IS
measured.
Class D. Methods by which the wettability of
the surface of th e fabric is measured
by means of the angle of contact or
some function of the angle of contact.
Some timely comments about the more popular
test methods in each group are given below.
Class A.- In this class of test methods, the
fabric is subjected to the action of water under
pressure by a variety of means.
Either the
amount of water penetrating in a specified time
or th e pressure required to force water through the
fabric is measured. The most widely used test
methods in this class are the AATCC [21] and the
Suter [22] hydrostatic-pressure tests . Both methods give reproducible test values. It has been
reported [45] that a correlation exists between the
two methods. The following relationship is supposed to hold at 27°±3° C:
A = 1.32S- 4,

(11)

where A is the AATCC test valu e, S is the Suter
test value.
The hydrostatic-pressure test values are dependent mainly on the pore size and the angle of
contact. The bulge that occurs when t he pressure is applied on the fabric r equires a correction
l46], but in view of th e reproducibility of the test
and the smallness of the correction factor, the
extra measurements and calculations are usually
avoided.
Class B.- The tests in this class arc in some
cases very different from each other. They are
all , moreover, quite different from those in class
A. All the tests in this class subject the test
fabric to the action of water drops. The number, size, frequency, and energy of the drops in
the various tests vary considerably. The ad-
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van tages and disad van tages of these various
tests arc briefly (bscussed below:
1. AATCC SPRA y T ES'l'. This test is very widely
used in the textile industry for control work. The
test will distinguish qualitatively between treated
and un treated fabrics. It is not able, however,
to distinguish between obviously different waterrepellent finishes or to predict th e performance of
a fabric in the rain.
2. DROP-PENETRATION TEST.- -This test was
developed for and used by the United States
Quartermaster Corps during th e war. The energy
of th e drops used in this apparatus is approximately 10,000 to 15,000 ergs. This value is
much larger than that of th e drops in a cloudburst (3,000 ergs). It appears that by this test
one may be able to arrange fabrics in what seems
to be a proper order of protection in the rain.
The hardness of the fabric backing has a profound influence on the test valu e. This is probably also true for th e other tests in this group.
It should be mentioned that the values obtained
in the drop penetration test may differ as much as
20 percent among each other, depending on the
particular fabric and its test valu e.
3. BUNDESMANN TEsT.- The Bundesmann test
was developed in Germany. It can be used in
two ways: (1) to measure the amount of water
penetrating the sample, or (2) to measure the
amount of water absorbed by the sample in a given
time. Again the drops of water in the test have
energy of from 15,000 to 30,000 ergs, which is a
much larger valu e than is found in a cloudburst.
In this procedure the sample of cloth is in constant
motion and is continuously rubbed on the under
side during th e test. When the amoun t of water
absorbed is measured, the mean deviation [33] of
th e test value is reported to be about 3 percent.
The method seems to offer some advan tages over
th e other tests in class B and has been recently
adopted by the British Sub-Committee of the
General T echnical Committee as a standard test
method.
4 . IMPACT PENETRATION TEsT.- This test involves the spraying of 500 ml of water on the test
specimen. At th e end of the spray period, a
blotter beneath the fabric is weighed. The
increase in weight of the blotter represents the
amount of water that passed through the cloth.
No data arc available on correlation with natural
rain.
Journal of Research
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5. SPRAY TEST. - No tern pera ture con trol is
specifLCd in this test. It appears to b e similar to
the impact penetration test. No data are available for correlating the res ults of the test with
results obtained with fabri cs in natural rain.
6. KERN TEsT.- Thi novel m ethod has b een
patented. It employs a single drop of water of
definite size. An electric circuit is used to detect
the penetration of the water to the under side of the
test specimen. Th e average deviation of the test
value from the m ean appears to be smaller for
smaller size drops. Although there appears to be
a tremendous variation in the results, depending
upon the fabric, the author states that seven tests
are suffi cient for obtaining" exact r esults. "
Class C.- All methods in this group m easure the
resistance that the fini sh offers to wetting by
water. As droplet penetration is not used in these
methods, the part played by the stru cture of the
fabric is less important than in other tests in
determining the test value. The water absorbed
by the fabri c is measured by weighing the test
specimen after some form of partial drying. In
some of the tests (dynamic absorption, B ecker,
etc.), the sampl e is in motion during the test
period of exposure to the water. In almost all
cases the deviation of any particular test value
from the mean appears to become smaller as the
exposure time gets larger. The dynamic types of
tests are definitely to be preferred to the static
I types in this category. Again, it should be pointed
. out that little, if any, work has been done to correlate these test results with the performance of
fabrics in the rain.
Glass D.- Workers who have used the following
three technics have done so in an attempt to
understand the mechanism of wetting. Various
methods for measuring contact angles [47] have
been described. The three methods which have
b een applied to fabrics are discussed below.
1. WENZEL METHoD.- Wenz el appears to have
b een the first to attempt to apply m ethods of
m easuring contact angles to fabrics [10]. He
modified the tilting-plate m ethod [471 to make it
applicable to fabrics . Wenzel measured the contact angle of many materials, waxes, cellulose
acetate, many m etal stearates, rosin, and others.
His data indicated that the m ethod was applicab~e
to textile surfaces and was very reproducible. At
the Bureau it was found possible to reproduce the
valnes that Wenzel obtained on paraffin wax on
Water-Repellent Fabrics

glass. It was fOWld , however, that this method
lacked control over the following variables: (a)
Temperature, (b) rate of flow of the water over
the solid surface, (c) rate of rotation of the plate
in the water, and (el) cleanliness of the surface
of the liquid.
2. WET'l'ING TEs'l'.- This test measures the
time for the contact angle on a yarn or trip of
fabric to decrease to 90 degr ees. This time has
been called the "wetting time." Cassie and Baxter
claim that the wetting test is more sensitiv e to
proofing efficiency than either the Bundesmann
or the hydrostatic-pressure tests.
3. CONTACT ANGLE BY THE TENSIOMETER
METHoD.- Wakeham and Skau [42] found that,
by modifying an ordinary interfacial tensiometer
and forcing a circular piece of fabric through the
surface of th e water, they obtained a relationship
between the pressure necessary to force the disk
of cloth through the surface of the water and the
angle of contact of the water to fabric. The
m ethod do es not appear to be capable of mea LlTjng angles greater than 120 degrees. Unfortunately, the upper portion of the measurable range
is the most useful from the point of view of water
repellency.
The great dependence of all test values on the
temperature of the water has been mentioned in
. several reports [43, 45, 33, 48]. It is quite surprising, therefore, that many of the methods listed
in table 1 appeared to be uncontrolled in temperature.
The above review of the methods used to
measure water repellency indicates that no one
method completely m easures the phenomenon.
It appears necessary that a combination of tests
be used to evaluate the water repellency of a
fabric. It appears possible, also, to select one
test from each class and report the r esults in the
same units. For example, the hydrostatic pressure is increased at the rate of 1.0 cm a second in
the AATCC test. The test value could be expressed in time units . . This could also be done
with the drop penetration, the dynamic absorption, the wetting and other tests. One could then
obtain a summary test value which would be the
results of n num ber of test values, all expressed in
time units:
T = .f (a, b, c, . . . . n).

(12)

It seems reasonable to assume that the value de-
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rived from n number of tests would be a more
reliable measure of the repellency of a fabric than
taking the value of only one test. It would remain to be proved, however, whether such a summary value gives an accurate and reliable indication of the performance of a fabric in the rain.
Considerable information obtained during the
war indicates that many of the test methods
given in table 1 are not applicable for evaluating
the repellency of woolen fabrics [49]. All the
test methods mentioned require further investigation to see whether they can be adapted for
testing all types of water-repellent fabrics. It is
also necessary that some of these methods be
studied for the purpose of setting up commercial
and Government standard methods of testing.

To what extent does dry cleaning and/or
laundering diminish the water repellency of a
fabric?
What causes a fabric to lose its repellency during the course of exposure to the rain?
In order to have available a background of information and data about water-repellent fabrics
and common test methods, 11 typical commercial
raincoat fabrics and 4 Army fabrics were selected
for study . The characteristics of these 15 waterrepellent fabrics are given in table 2. The waterrepellent properties were examined by the following test methods: AATCC hydrostatic-pressure
test, AATCC spray test, drop-penetration test,
and angle of contact test (tensiometer type).
Figure 4 shows the results obtained by the four
test methods. Each test was done according to
the directions prescribed in Government specifications or published papers. It is noted that the
most widely used test method, the spray-rating
test, did not show any differences among 12 of the
15 fabrics . Great differences among the various
fabrics are r evealed by the remaining three tests.
As each test measures different properties of the
fabrics (see section on survey of methods, p. 107),
it is not surprising that the 3 tests do no t rank the

IV. Evaluation of Water Repellency by
Typical Test Methods
In planning the laboratory work, it was necessary to take into account the questions that are
asked by Government agencies, industry, and the
public at large. The following general questions
are frequently asked:
To what degree is a particular fabric water
repellent?
TABLE

2. - Prop erties of 15 water-repellent fabrics
Number of plies

Sample No.
W arp

I Filling

"-r hread count
Warp

I

F illing

Air perm cabil·
ity at a pres·
su re of 0.5 in.
of water across
fabric

Weight

WATER·REPELLE N'l' COMME RCIAL FABHICS

L ____ ______

2 ___________
3 ___________
4 ___________
5 .. _________

Twill·tackle .. _____________
_____ do ____________________
Plain·poplin ______________
____ _do ____________________
TwilL ____________________

6 ___________
7 ___________
8 ___________
9 ___________
10 __________

Plain-poplin ______________
_____ do ____________________
1' will-gabardhle ___________
Plain-poplin ______________
TwilL ____________________

11 __________

Plain-poplin ______________

125
125
107
109
135

65
67
51
52
58

(ft '/ min)/ft'
20.4
17.9
5.0
6.2
6.4

Oz/yd'
8.6
8.9
5.8
5.9
6.4

2
2
2

107
107
127
106
104

55
54
54
54
60

8.0
5.0
16.2
4.6
23.6

5. 7
6.0
6.5
6. 3
7.3

2

107

56

5. 3

6. 2

3. 9
3.2
3.8
4. 1

9. 1
6.2
8.9
6. 2

I

2
2

1
2

ARMY WATER·REPELLENT FABRICS

12 __________ Sateen . ___________________

15 __________ Oxford ____________________
24 __________ Satecn . ___________________
26 __________ Poplin ____________________

110

2
I

2

2

1

115
134
115
53

70
53
67
52
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15 fabrics in exactly the same order. It is noted,
howev er, that all fabrics can b e approximately
fitted into 3 gen eral groups : good, fair, and poor.
A
ARMY

COMMERCIAL

100
90
C>

Z

~

a:

80
70
60

~
a: 50
"<Il 40
30
20
10
O~~LU~____-LUU~LU~~LU~LLLL~

12 15 2426

2 4

6

7

8

9 II

3 10 5

B

12 .0

ff}

I

ARMY

....

11.0

i

9.0

COMMERCIAL

~ 10.0
I

~ 8 .0

;:: 7.0

~ 6 .0

~

a:

5.0

~ 4 .0

~

3 .0

~ ~.~ UJ...LI....Ll..------Ll...l...J....L.L.LJ.~.. L.L.J. n..J. n Jnn-------,
. .L.L.I. .
12 24 15 26

3

4

II 9

7

6

5

8

I

2

c
COMMERCIAL

ARMY

u.

o

50

<Il

~
I

w

40

a:

::J

~ 30

w

g:
u

20

~

~
f

10

0LL1~.LL.LL____--'-'...L.L.L.LLJ...l...L.LLLu...J...l...l..LULL~
24 12 26 15

ARMY

7

3

9

o

II '4

6

2 10 8

I

5

COMMERCIAL

130

ffJ
w

120

a:.
C>

~ 110
I
w

G
100
Z
<I

t;

90

~
Z

8

80

70~15~2~4~12~26~----U7~3~9~10u...J.1I~4~8~6..l...l..1~2~5--~
FIGU R E

4.- Cornparison of fo ur waler-1'epellency tests.
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Oertain samples always appear in a specific group :
e. g. No.5, poor ; No. 3, good; No.6, fair, etc.
The falla cy of using only one tes t method to
evaluate water r epellency can be clearly een from
the data presented. It would be quite impos ible
to classify a particular water-repellent fabric on
the basis of only one t es t.
Both the hydr:ostatic-pressure tes t and the
measurements on contact angles r eveal certain
differen ces among the various samples no t r evealed by the spray test. The drop-penetration
test , however, appears to be able to show differen ces in the fabrics that wer e not r ev ealed by any
of the other tests. The limitations of a particular laboratory t est for evaluating water r epellence are gener all y recognized. The most
frequent argumen t against a certa in te t is that it
does no t te t th e fabric under conditions of actual
use. T ests that simula te na tural rain, therefore,
ar e considered much more useful for practical
testing. The drop-penetration test appears to
be very useful in predicting th e rela tive performan ce of fabrics in th e rain. It seem ed desirable,
th erefore, to tudy the present group of fabrics in
greater detail on the b asis of this test. In view
of the arbitrariness of the test value--th e time
to collect 10 ml of wa ter passing through th e test
pecimen--it was decided to study th e rate of
penetration of wa ter through wa ter-repellent
fabrics for long periods of exposure. It was found
that the " rate of penetration (rol/min) versus
time cur ve" was very characteristic of the n ature
of the particular fabric. Figures 5 and 6 show
plots of the rate of penetration of water against
time of exposure, for 11 of the fabrics studied.
The arrows in figures 5 and 6 indicate the time
at which 10 rol of water had passed through the
fabric. Each ra te curve contains the characteristic portions : an induction period, an S-shap ed
portion of a curve, and a limiting rate r egion.
It is believed that the penetration of water through
a fabric in natural rain follows a imilar pattern
and that the curve obtained for the drop-penetration apparatus are not a characteristic of th e
apparatus alone. These curves r eveal that during
th e induction period little or no water comes
through the cloth. When the resistance to pen etration i.s finally broken, water passes through the
fabric at a very ra,pid rate (S-shaped r egion).
Finally, the amount of water that penetrates the
fabric per unit time r eaches a steady state. As
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l
most of the water-repellent fabrics tested are at
best only somewhat r esistant to penetration, it is
clear that, after prolonged exposure of a waterrepellent garment to the r ain, the wear er would
not keep dry. The curves also indicate that the
longer the indu ction period , the lower will be the
equilibrium rate 01' penetration of water. In
designing new water-repellen t fabrics , therefore,
the obj ect would be to fix the vario us variables
involved so that the resulting product would have
a long indu ction period and a low rate of penetration. Such a fabric has been designed. The
Shirl ey type of cloths that the Army Quartermaster Corps developed during the war have a
very long induction period (sevC'ral homs) and a
very low equilibrium ratC' of penetration (approximately 0.1 ml/min). These type of fabrics are
highly effectiv e for prolonged use in th e rain .
The above studies of water repellency lead to
the conclu sion that obtaining the rate of penetration of water with the drop-p en etration apparatus
gives a more complete picture of the r epellency of
a fabric than the 10-ml test value by itself. This
is especially significant when one is considering
commercial fabrics (compare fig. 5 with 6). It
is also concluded that better evaluation of water
repellency may be made whell a group of tests is
employed. A study of the four test methods
given above reveals that, a,s the rank correlation
among various tests is very low, i t is necessary to
correlate all tests with the behavior of fabrics in
natmal or artificial rain. The Philadelphia Qua,rtermaster Depot has developed and constructed
T AB LE

v. Durability

of Water-Repellent Finishes

The durability of water-r epellent finishes is
generally taken to be the r esistance that the
finish shows to the action of dry cleaning or
laundering. Durable water-repellent fabrics are
those whose water repellency is only slightly
diminish ed by dry cleaning or laund ering . Those
fabrics whose water r epellency is totally or grea tly
impaired by dry cleaning or laundering are classified as being nond urable. I t should be r emember ed
that the two terms are only relative and that the
difference between them is a matter of degr ee of
r esistance and not necessarily of type of compound.
The effect of dry cleaning and launderil)g on
water r epellency was studi ed, using only the 11
commercial raincoat fabrics given in table 2.
Standard m ethods of dry cleaning and laundering
wer e used [51]. The. resul ts of these studies are
given in table 3. By the use of three difl'erent
test methods, it was found possible to distinguish
between durable and nondurable repellent finishes.
Samples 4, 7, 9, and 11 show a smaller decrease
in all test values than do t he remaining ample
which r eveal fairly large changes in all test value.
It was found that samples w110so water r epellency
had been totally lost by dry cleaning or laundering,

3.- Bffect of dry cleanin g and laundering on the wale)' repellency of 11 commercial fabrics

Sample No.
Control

1. ______________________
2 ____ __ ___ . ______ . _______
3 ____ . _______________ . ___
4._ .. __ . _______ __________
5_______ .... .. ___ . _______
6 ___ __ ______ _____ ._ . .. . _
L __ . __.. __ ___ ____

- - -----

8_. ____________ ... ___ . ___
9 ____________ __ . _. _______
10 ____ .. _. ___ ____________
11 .. _. ___ ._._. ___________

a

[50] a rain room for fabric and garment testing.
By means of specially designed nozzles, it is
possible to obtain rainfall at the rate of 0.1, 1.0,
and 3.0 inches an hour, having natural and reproducible drop-size distributions.

Spray rating

llydl·ostatie p ressure (centim eters
of water)

Dry
Lau ndered
cleaned
three times t bree t im es

Control

D ry
L aun dered
clean ed
t bree times t bree times

Drop·pelletrat.ion Hme (t im e, iJl
m inutes, to collect 10 m l of water)

Control

0
70
0

28. 9
33. 0
40. j
35_ 9
16. 5

36.3
29.9
18. 4
33. 1
2.7

4.0
3.3
2.9
9_0

0
80
0
50
0

33.1
48_0
29_ 5
37.8
30. 5

15.7
40.1
23. (j
32.4
5.3

2. 5
28.2
0
14.9
2.8

2. 4
3_ 2
2.0
3.9

90

50
70
70
70
0

100

70

70

36.3

31. 6

31.0

100
100
90

100
80
100
100
100
100

'::.0
50
70
70
0

50
0

1.7
1. 5
6. 8
4. 2
2_1

Dry
La und ered
clea ned
t hree times t hree times
1.6
1.4
(a)

2.3
(a)

1.4
(a)
(a)

2.7
(a)

1.6

3. 1
1.1
2.7
0.6

(a)
3. 4
(a)
3.2
ra)

3. 9

3.0

4. 4

(a)

Drop'penetration time could not be mea surod as the swatches became com pletely saturated with water at tbe s tart of the test.
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gave no test value in the drop-penetration test.
These samples became completely saturated with
water as soon as they were placed in the test
apparatus.
The lowering of the water repellency of fabrics
by dry cleaning or laundering is commonly
attributed to leaching of the repellent compound.
The presence of residual soap on the fabric and
distortions of the fabric structure are also considered responsible for the loss in repellency. It
has been observed, however, that simple wetting
by water
also decrease the repellency of a
fabric. Tests done at the Philadelphia Quartermaster Depot [52] have shown that water-repellent jackets were more easily wetted jf they had
been previously exposed to the rain. It was found
that drying the jackets after the ·test exposure,
even by heating in an oven, failed to restore to the
garments their original water repellency. In view
of the interest in the durability of water repellency, it seemed advisable to attempt to establish
the rate at which some fabrics lose their repellency
when exposed to the rain. For this study, four
swatches each of five different water-repellent
fabrics were tested five different days in the droppenetration test. At the end of each test period,
the swatches were allowed to dry at room temperature and then were conditioned overnight at

,,,,ill

•

12.0

SAMPLE

12

"

24

~

11 ·0

65-percent relative humidity and 70 0 F. The
results of this experiment are shown in figure 7.
It was found that the various fabrics lose their
repellency at different rates. The drop-penetration test values get progressively lower each time
the swatches are tested. This loss in repellency
appears to be an irreversible process. Attempts
to restore the original repellency by heating in
vacuum at elevated temperatures were unsuccessful. An analysis of the factors that could be
causing the loss in repellency leads to the following: Loss in the repellent agent by leaching,
creation of new uncoatf'd surfaces due to swelling
of fibers, and changes in the surface geometry of
the fabric due to the pounding of the high energy
drops. Any or all of these changes could be
taking place, and they all would be irreversible
changes.
In order to throw light on the loss in repellency,
two simple exploratory experiments were made.
The changes in the contact angle of two of the
fabrics were measured after various periods of
wetting in the drop-penetration apparatus. Also,
the change in contact angle and the increase in
"standard moisture r egain" a of one sample were
noted after prolonged periods of spraying. The
spraying was done with the nozzle of the AA TCC
spray test and was continuous for the particular
period of time. The results of these observations
are shown in figures 8 and 9. The contact angle
of the dry fabrics was found to be lower after
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7.- Lowering of the drop-penetration time owing
to re peated testing.
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8.- Change in contact angle of fabrics exposed in
the drop-penetration apparatus.

3 Regain ill weig ht during a 24-hour exposure period to 65-percent relative
humidity and 70° F .
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each period of wetting in the drop-penetration
test. The contact angle of one of the fabrics was
also lowered after spraying the sample for various
times. Swatches of this fabric, when sprayed
and then tested for standard moisture r egain,

..

7.20

'"

7· 10

howed an TIl crease in rate of moisture absorption.
It is emphasized that th e illcrease is an incr ease in
rate (per 24-hour period) as the " r epellent"
fabrics do not always reach eq uilibrium ill this
length of time.
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9.- Changes in the contact angle and the standard moisture regain of a 9-ou nce water-repellent fabric after prolonged
spmying with water.

VI. Summary and Conclusions
The theory of water repellency of textile fabrics
has been reviewed with special references to the
more r ecent theorie of the wetting of fabri cs by
water. A survey has also been made on the various testillg methods that have been devised
for measuring water repellency. The results
of the present illvestigation lead to the following
conclusions regarding the status of water repellency. There is definite need for a comprehensive
study of the role that the structure of a fabric
plays in the phenomena of water repellency. In
the past, the emphasis has been on developing
more efficient compounds. Data a.vailable indicate that a better understanding of fabric construction as it applies to repellency, coupled with the
now available water-repellent agents, will lead to
some more nearly idealized type of water-repellent
garment. In regard to testillg methods, it is required that corr~la tion be established between the
Water-Repellent Fabrics

results of laboratory test methods and performance
of fabrics m the ram .
As already tated, the contact angle is illfluenced
by the following factors: The' chemical nature of
the solid surface, the porosity of the surface, and
the presence of other molecules on the surface.
Again, anyone or all of these factors could diminish the contact angle during wetting of the fabric.
The change ill moisture r egain of sample 24
(fig. 9) shows that the rate at which a fabric
absorbs moisture illcreases ill proportion to the
number of times the sample has been wetted. It
is of interest to eXamTIlC the surface factors tha t
might be respo nsible for the illcrease m moisture
absorp tion. The loss in repellent agent, the
change ill position of the fibers in the yarns, an d
the creation of new surface could all affect the
rate of water absorption. The swellillg of partially coated or uncoated fib ers would also r esult
TIl making available more hydrophilic surfaces
(OH groups) [53].
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